We report lessons from iteratively developing a music recognition system to enable a wide range of musicians to embed musical codes into their typical performance practice. The musician composes fragments of music that can be played back with varying levels of embellishment, disguise and looseness to trigger digital interactions. We collaborated with twenty-three musicians, spanning professionals to amateurs and working with a variety of instruments. We chart the rapid evolution of the system to meet their needs as they strove to integrate music recognition technology into their performance practice, introducing multiple features to enable them to trade-off reliability with musical expression. Collectively, these support the idea of deliberately introducing 'looseness' into interactive systems by addressing the three key challenges of control, feedback and attunement, and highlight the potential role for written notations in other recognitionbased systems.
INTRODUCTION
The combination of sensors and machine intelligence to create various kinds of 'recognition technology' is enabling new modalities in human computer interaction such as speech, gesture and -the focus of this paper -playing music. These bring the potential for more natural and expressive interaction while also raising new challenges for HCI in terms of how people understand and control complex and sometimes unpredictable systems.
Our particular interest here lies in how system designers can empower musicians to incorporate music recognition technologies into live performance. We present a case study of iteratively developing a music recognition system that supports the composition and performance of musical codes. These are fragments of music that can be played by a musician during a performance with varying levels of expression and disguise, so as to trigger digital interactions such as the system playing additional parts, controlling audio effects, triggering visual media, or communicating with other musicians or even the audience. Specialist software exists that will allow technically proficient expert users to do this (e.g. in Max/MSP with suitably crafted patches). Our goal is to create a general tool to support a far broader range of musicians possessing more everyday musical competencies, from amateurs to professionals.
Our overall approach is one of evolutionary prototyping of a complete functional system, developed in partnership with users, as a way to jointly explore and reveal challenges and principles for the system itself, its application and its interaction. In our case, we collaborated with a diverse group of twenty-three musicians in four workshops to iteratively develop, explore and reflect upon two major iterations of our system, for composing and recognizing musical codes.
Rigorous reflection on this process reveals how the system was progressively engineered to support musicians in negotiating varying degrees of "looseness" with regard to how they played with the system. We reveal how this notion of looseness involved striking a balance between on the one hand, expressive and improvised playing in the face of less precise recognition and on the other, more accurate playing against more precise recognition. Adopting a systems perspective, we reveal how looseness can be deeply embedded into recognition technologies through multiple complementary mechanisms and feedback loops so that humans can gradually attune these to their individual needs and practices.
While our notion of looseness is clearly grounded in the practice of music -where looseness and tightness are recognised terms to describe how musicians play togetherwe argue that it has wider purchase within HCI. In particular, we relate our notion of looseness to other modalities, in particular gesture recognition, and to recent discussion of the H-Metaphor [10] for controlling autonomous systems, noting the distinctive potential of human-writeable notation within such a system which is exemplified by the example of music.
RELATED WORK
We begin by positioning our research within two related fields of work: music recognition technologies and interacting with recognition technologies.
Music recognition technologies
Music recognition draws on techniques from the field of music information retrieval (MIR) where software tools such as the VAMP plugins [6] and MatLab MIR Toolbox [16] enable the extraction of audio and musical features including pitch, rhythm, timbre, tonality, note onsets, segmentation, chord progressions and loudness.
These underpin diverse applications. Automatic music transcription converts audio files to symbolic representations such as sheet music [3] ; audio fingerprinting recognises specific audio recordings, for example in Shazam [32] or in query-by-humming [27] . Turning to live performance, automatic score following (audio-to-score) automatically synchronises live audio or MIDI input to a pre-composed score [15] so as to control computergenerated accompaniment, digital effects or trigger extramusical events such as lighting and visuals [14] . More flexibly, Cypher [26] analyses MIDI data in real-time, extracting key, chord, beat and phrase group features so as to generate musical accompaniment while the Analyser plugin [29] for Digital Audio Workstations extracts realtime audio features and maps them to Open Sound Control (OSC) to control live visuals.
Music recognition technologies may be embodied in various ways so as to establish varying relationships with musicians and audiences. They may be seen as extensions of musical instruments. Hyper-instruments [17] for example, augment conventional instruments with digital capabilities. Alternatively, they may be embodied as intelligent or even autonomous players in their own right. The Continuator, for example, learns to improvise stylistically appropriate responses to musical phrases [23] while robot musicians can now improvise alongside humans [5] .
Our focus is on supporting performing with 'ordinary' instruments by enabling musicians to compose musical codes that can then be played back during a performance to trigger various interactions. Ideally, these codes can still be recognized even when played back with varying degrees of expression, improvisation and disguise. This notion of musical codes builds on a longstanding tradition of composers playing with musical cryptography (J.S. Bach, Shostakovich and Elgar all hid messages in their music [28] ), of mathematical codes providing a compositional framework (e.g., in Serial Composition [24] ) and more generally the use of musical themes and Leitmotifs (e.g., by Wagner). More specifically, we build on a proposed format for musical codes that can be recognized by computers [11] . This previous research demonstrated the feasibility of the format and also noted the challenge of looseness. Our contribution here is to extend, apply and reflect upon this approach in greater depth through further iterations of a fully functional prototype.
Interacting with recognition technologies
Widening our perspective, HCI has a longstanding interest in how people interact with all manner of recognition technologies. While we lack space for a comprehensive account, we briefly highlight a few examples that inform subsequent discussions. It can be difficult for humans to understand how to engage invisible sensing systems when first encountering such systems [2] . Compared to direct manipulation, how do we/they know what they are attending to, what they expect, and how to recover from errors? In discussing 'natural' user interfaces, Norman highlights the challenges of needing to tune the system to balance between false positives and false negatives [21] . Others have argued for a systematic analysis of partial overlaps between expected human actions and those that can actually be sensed, arguing that the partial overlaps between these can be a source of both problems and opportunities [4] . While Dix considered temporal aspects of human-human collaboration over networks, his analyses of task and system pace [7] and the need for timely 'local' feedback [8] are equally relevant to human-system collaboration. Finally, various researchers have argued that systems need to provide feedforward to enable users to anticipate their likely actions as well as feedback [9, 31] .
Parallel to work on music recognition is a strand of research on interactive gesture recognition. The Wekinator [22] applies example-based machine learning algorithms to performance gesture recognition, emphasising the iterative process of training, testing and refinement. Gesture Interaction Designer (GIDE) [33] performs continuous online recognition and tracking of gestures in progress. GIDE allows gestures to be defined by example, and accuracy of matching can be controlled by a user-specified "tolerance" (error distribution). A similar iterative process is fundamental to the work presented here, but the specific case of musical rather than gestural interaction brings complementary challenges and opportunities, in particular the distinctive role of written notations in music.
A further important aspect of interaction that warrants consideration concerns the degree of autonomy of the system. The H-metaphor has been proposed as a concept for reasoning about negotiation between humans and autonomous systems such as autonomous aircraft [10] . The metaphor is to think of the system as being like a horse that is controlled via reins. Sometimes the reins can be loosened to allow the horse greater autonomy while the rider devotes their attention to other tasks, but sometimes tightened so that they can take direct control, for example when negotiating tricky terrain. The H-metaphor has inspired new gestural interfaces for mobile devices that distinguish between 'casual' and 'focused' interactions, where tightly pressing the screen invokes focused (tighter) control whereas gesturing over or towards it invokes casual (looser) control and invites system autonomy [25] .
APPROACH
We followed an exploratory and evolutionary system prototyping approach [1] . By this we mean the rapid and iterative engineering of a richly functional and reliable system in collaboration with users in order to learn deeper principles for systems design and interaction. The approach requires the capability to rapidly reengineer a system according to emerging requirements while also abstracting the wider principles that underlie these. This approach shares important features with iterative prototyping, usercentred design [20, 13] and agile development [18] , but places greater emphasis on research outcomes beyond individual products. Its exploratory character also reflects the three goals of technology probes to inspire reflection on new technologies, understand users' needs and desires, and field test prototypes [12] , but places greater emphasis on delivering general purpose tools while also generalizing system design principles beyond field testing. In short, it draws on elements of all of these approaches to embody a deep integration of technology, application and interaction perspectives in and through a robust, evolving system prototype.
Process
Our particular inquiry involved developing two major releases of a musical code recognition system, punctuated by several smaller interim releases. The first version considered here corresponds to "iteration 3" in [11] . The system could be downloaded and installed on any moderately specified desktop or laptop machine, operated through a browser-based interface, and the source code was also made available in a public Github repository 1 . The accompanying video shows a walk-through of the system in operation. The development process was driven by four workshops held over a ten-month period so as to involve musicians in learning and trying out the system and providing feedback. Workshops 1 and 3 were focused on testing major new releases and were hosted in our local Computer Science department. Workshops 2 and 4 focused on pushing the capabilities of each release and were staged in music departments (one local and the other elsewhere).
Workshops lasted between 3-5 hours and broadly followed a common structure which involved: (i) setting up instruments and installing our software onto participant's laptops; (ii) a brief introduction to the system and approach; (iii) a hands-on tutorial working through the system's functionality; (iv) individual explorations with facilitator support; (v) performing and/or reporting back to the wider group; and finally (vi) a round-table discussion. The workshop facilitators captured video documentation including observations of participants' interactions with the 1 https://github.com/cgreenhalgh/musiccodes system. Periodic interviews were conducted, where participants were invited to explain their processes as they went along. The facilitators interposed questions during recorded feedback discussions to capture specific detail. We also collected the authored "experience" files from 16 of the participants for subsequent analysis.
Participants
We recruited 23 musicians (5 female). In addition 2 members of the research team who were also musicians were participants in the final workshop (P22, P25). In terms of their musical level, 4 were or had been professional, 7 semipro and 14 amateur. Their academic backgrounds spanned Computer Science (CS), HCI, music and information science. Collectively, they brought along a diverse collection of instruments including 6 MIDI keyboards, 1 MIDI piano, 1 MIDI drum pad, a keyboard with audio output, a digitally augmented resonator piano [19] , 5 electric guitars, 2 acoustic guitars, an electric fretted bass, two electric fretless basses, mandolin, whistle and a laptop running Ableton Live. Three of them (P1, P13 and P16) attended two workshops.
Participants proposed and explored various applications including triggering visuals during live shows (P1); triggering backing tracks (P2, P4, P17, P25); calling up a score (P5, P13. P25); notifying others of tunes being played in a jam session (P10); controlling audio effects (P17, P22); input to generative music (P11); and support for learning (P13, P18, P23); A professional pianist and composer (P16) explored an innovative game-like composition in which the pianist triggers codes to jump to other parts of the score and activate interactive MIDI accompaniments and effects (a full work is currently in development).
FINDINGS: REFINING THE SYSTEM WITH MUSICIANS
We now report the findings from this process, which also illustrate further the nature and operation of the system, and in particular the features that were added to the system to support looseness and tightness in response to musicians' requirements and experiences. For the sake of clarity, we present the system and its features in terms of how they support an overall workflow of composing and performing codes as shown in Figure 1 . This involves six key stages:
 Composing and refining the codes and pre-conditions.  Setting-up the recognition technology to respond optimally to a specific instrument in the hands of a given player. We adopt this term from the common musical sense of 'setting up' an instrument for a musician. Indeed, our setting-up might potentially involve tweaking the instrument as well as the system.  Rigging the system for a given performance. Again, we draw on common musical parlance that refers to how instruments, PA system, lighting and other parts of the musical 'rig' are connected to enable an ensemble of musicians to perform in a specific venue.  Performing codes during testing, rehearsal or a show.  Capturing and Analysing a performance, including treating captured recordings and logs as if they were live input that can be used to generate new codes or explore other system settings. We now consider each of these stages in greater detail, with particular emphasis on composing and performing.
Figure 1. The workflow of composing and performing

Composing codes
Musical codes are fundamental to the nature and operation of the system: each code represents a musical phrase -a sequence of notes -that can be recognized or matched by the system in order to trigger a response. The system uses a base textual notation for codes which interleaves pitch and timing information. We consider these aspects of codes in turn. We then explain several further features of code composition in use.
Pitch
To notate pitch the system uses the International Pitch Notation which denotes middle C (261.63Hz) as "C4", i.e. scale note C in octave 4. The simplest musical code is a single note pitch or a short sequence of note pitches, and all of the participants except P19 (a drummer) started with codes of this kind. For example "C3,Eb3,G3" (P13) specifies the notes C3, E-flat-3 and G3 in that order. 22 of the 25 participants started by typing in their codes in this format, while the other 3 only entered codes by playing them on an instrument (a facility added in version 2, see below).
13 of the 15 participants in the first two workshops defined their codes to be octave-independent (each pitch could be played in any octave, for example diverse instruments). Five of these also created codes that were octave-specific, i.e. tighter. For example P10 (playing a whistle) changed their codes to specify the octave of the whistle: "Without the octaves it was picking up talking and all the other stuff
[noise] going round, but with the octaves you know what octave this [whistle and tune] is in" (P10).
Length
Participants typically started by creating short codes comprising 3-5 pitches, as above. 9 participants created at least one code with 7 or more notes, and 4 of these created at least one code with 10 or more notes. These longer codes are more challenging to play and less likely to occur by chance in other music.
Rhythm and Timing
To notate timing and hence rhythm the textual notation can interleave delays. For example "/1" denotes a delay of one time unit (i.e., one beat). Only 6 participants incorporated timing into their codes. For example "C2,/1,D2,/1,C2,/2,C2" (P19) is a simple drum rhythm (the MIDI snare is C2 and the bass drum is D2). Including timing in the code makes it significantly tighter and more specific than the equivalent pitch-only code.
Version 1 (used in workshops 1 and 2) used the delay between the last two notes played as its time reference, e.g. "G3/2,B3/2,D3/4" (P12). However participants found these codes very hard to trigger due to the precision required and the lack of timing cues: "it's really specific to your timing, you have to be 100%"
(P6) and "if you had a metronome it would be a lot easier to do that, even if its just a flashing one" (P4)
The second version of the system incorporated several changes to the handling of timing. By default, timing was made relative to a user-specified reference tempo, with a simple metronome view provided. The granularity used for timing was also made user-definable. At one extreme a granularity or tempo of "0" was used by most participants to ignore timing altogether. At the other extreme P16 used very fine granularity ("100") but only in conjunction with inexact matching and entering codes by playing (which are described below). P19 (the drummer) explored a range of granularities for timing.
Wildcards and Regular Expressions
Regular expressions are familiar in Computer Science as a way to express patterns to look for within strings. The first version of the system treated code patterns as textual regular expressions, which were matched against the text representation of the notes being played. This was completely re-engineered in the second version so that regular expressions and matching were defined in terms of notes and delays as atoms, with the textual form just a concrete representation. Eight participants made some use of regular expression elements in their codes.
Seven participants created codes like "C3,.*,D#3" (P18), i.e. a specific note (C3), followed some time later by another specific note (D#3), but with any number of other notes in between ("." denotes any note, and "*" denotes any number of repetitions of the thing it follows). P20 used this to cope It was notable that those participants who used regular expression elements were either computer scientists, stated a prior familiarity with regular expressions, or were given support to integrate it into their code composition during the workshop, while those unfamiliar with the concept struggled to incorporate it into their codes. One potential solution for future work is to introduce selected wildcards (based on the ones participants found useful) as bespoke musical annotations.
Whole and Part-phrases
The system segments incoming notes into possible musical phrases based on a user-configurable silence between successive notes. So several notes played in quick succession form part of a single phrase, while a longer gap (by default two seconds) is assumed to mark the start of a new phrase. The composer can specify for each code whether it must occur at the start and/or end of a phrase (tighter), or whether it can appear anywhere within a continuous phrase (looser). All participants created at least some codes that could appear anywhere, while 4 participants (P11, P13, P15, P25) created codes that matched a whole phrase. Playing to trigger these codes becomes quite a distinct activity, including a pause before and after, for example playing a short introductory phrase before launching into a melody.
Logical pre-conditions
By default, the system continuously monitors its input and concurrently checks all of the codes in the current performance to see if they have been matched. It soon became apparent that different codes and actions might be relevant at different points in a performance, and support was added for controlling when codes can trigger via preconditions. To date this has been used by two participants. P16, a professional composer, is working on a composition that incorporates game-like elements, including different "routes" through the composition and musical challenges built into the performance. With support from a facilitator, she introduced a "matched" variable to represent whether a particular challenge had been completed yet or not, with a precondition on the challenge of "!matched", i.e
. not yet done, and an update when the action was triggered of "matched=true", i.e. announcing to this and other codes that the first challenge had been met.
P24 was working on a simpler musical scenario but found:"the one issue I'm facing is that the phrase repeats in the songs.. so right now it's triggering twice" (P24). With support from the facilitator he then started to explore the use of a "count" variable and preconditions/updates to resolve this issue. This system of states and logical pre-conditions provides a powerful and expressive framework in which many different kinds of codes (with different tightness and looseness) can be combined. The current prototype allows more experienced users to selectively reveal and enable this functionality, however this complexity invites more tailored support.
Setting-up an instrument
The challenge of setting up the system to work with a specific instrument involves connecting the instrument to the system and adjusting or 'tuning' the system's response.
Connecting the Instrument
The system takes two types of input: an audio 'line input' as taken from an electric instrument output or a microphone pre-amp, or a MIDI input. An audio input is processed through the Silvet VAMP plugin [3] which extracts pitch, velocity (i.e. loudness) and timing data for each note onset (doing this for polyphonic music, which is a well-known and challenging problem). In contrast a MIDI input bypasses the feature extraction plugin as the system extracts note (pitch), velocity and timing data directly from MIDI 'note on' messages.
Out of the 25 participants across the 4 workshops, 14 used instruments which used an audio input into the system (6 via a microphone and 8 via a direct line input), 2 (P20, P25) used a third-party audio-to-midi convertor (designed for guitar) and 9 using a MIDI instrument. The majority of these using audio inputs were observed to encounter additional noise and artefacts beyond the note events they were aware of playing. Figure 2 (top) shows an example of a MIDI input stream with time increasing left to right, which shows a 'clean' sequence of note events with no other artefacts appearing. In contrast, figure 2 (bottom) illustrates an audio input from a microphone on an acoustic guitar playing a similar sequence. (These images are part of the system's visual feedback of notes played, which is described further in the section on performing codes.) In particular, some participants playing stringed instruments speculated that the system was 'hearing' a number of additional audio events, such as overtones (harmonics), or un- These additional 'notes' significantly affected the recognition and triggering of codes. The imperfections of the note recognition process appear to the system as looser playing by the musician. As a result, those participants using audio inputs spent a great deal of their time exploring code recognition, including 'tuning' the system and their own playing.
Tuning the System
In the second workshop, P14, who had extensive experience of note recognition, suggested using the extracted velocity data as a means to filter out unintended or undesirable note events, i.e. to ignore quiet notes (the thickness of the green notes' glyphs in Figure 2 reflects the velocity, e.g. the first E5 overtone is relatively quiet and thin). This suggestion was incorporated into the system and used by four participants. Options were also added to specify a pitch range within which the system would look for codes, which was used by seven participants, including three using MIDI instruments. For example, P17, who was playing an electroacoustic bass guitar set a minimum velocity value of 25 to remove accidental notes that arise from handling noise in addition to overtones, and tightly constrained the frequency range to a little over an octave corresponding to the lower register of their instrument, to filter out overtones or accidentals that might fall outside of the pitches used in the code. By restricting the attention of the system these types of filters allow the other aspects of the performance to be looser.
Rigging the stage
The system forms just one component within a much larger performance environment, which may include other musicians, lighting and visuals, sequencers and effects as well as the performer and their instrument. While not a focus of our workshops to date we note several ways that participants worked towards integrating the system into a broader performance ecology. The system's simplest form of output is to load and display a specified URL. All participants used this during initial prototyping, for example loading videos of musical accompaniments, images of scores and related web-pages. Two participants (P16 and P17) used the MIDI output capabilities that were added in version 2 to control external music applications (PureData and Ableton Live, respectively).
Performing codes
We now consider the actual performance of codes, within the broader performance setting. Two key aspects of the system are prominent here: the performance monitoring interface and support for inexact matching. We also reflect on musicians' tactics to adapt their playing to the system. Performance Monitoring Interface.
Performance Monitoring Interface 
Inexact matching
For version 2 support was also added for inexact matching of codes based on a configurable edit-distance metric between the code and the played phrase. So, for example, the default (Levenshtein) distance (or error) between the phrase "C4,D4,E4" and the pattern "C4,E4" is 1, since it requires at least 1 change: delete (i.e. don't play) D4. The inexact matching algorithm also supports many features of regular expressions, including ranges, alternatives and repeats, all be it only for individual notes and delays.
P25 used inexact matching with relatively long codes and relatively large permitted errors, e.g. a 28 note phrase with up to 8 errors permitted. In this way they were able to cope with errors in note recognition and also introduce embellishments in how they played:"because when you play tunes you never play them quite the same you embellish them a lot" (P25). The error parameter thus directly controls one aspect of looseness.
With inexact matching it is also possible to adjust how similar pitches and delays need to be in order to 'match'. P16 used this with quite long pitch-and-rhythm phrases, intended to be challenging technical exercises. These codes used high-resolution timing (to 0.01 seconds) but with an allowed difference between delays of 0.1 second. This allowed P16 to match these codes with care. This is comparable to the tolerance parameter of [33] .
Performance tactics
So far, we have focused on system features. However, it was notable that the musicians themselves adopted various tactics to adapt their playing to the system. Adjustment of playing technique to improve code recognition was a common behaviour amongst those using an audio input. For example,
as P1 explained: "So when I was just letting my guitar ring through it was picking up a lot more ghost notes whereas if I damped it I could make sure it would just pick up the note I was fretting and intending to play. You don't even hear those other notes or at least you don't recognise that you hear them." (P1).
As well as damping or muting strings, participants also found that they could affect the system's performance by the way they plucked the strings, or by switching from using a pick to a fingers: "I can get it if I finger it more the thumb and finger" (P4). Some participants also noted that the system sometimes struggled with fast musical sequences: "It's interesting that a rapid onset of notes it is not coping with. …it doesn't like that da, da, da, dadada, da" (P9). P9 achieved more consistent code recognition when the code was performed at a slower tempo.
Capturing and Analysing Performances
Many of the participants in the first two workshops called for alternative methods of code composition other than by textual means, for example traditional notation, or piano-roll input (as is ubiquitous in digital audio workstations), or most commonly, "to enter a code by playing it" (P4)
The second version of the system was therefore extended to allow the musician to record "examples" of musical phrases directly into the editor, which shows both the note/phrase view (as in figure 2 ) and the corresponding textual notation for the phrase, according to the current granularity of timing and pitch. All but one participant who had access to this feature used it to create initial codes at some point. In version 2 notes can also be copied from the performance interface back into the editor. For example this was used with P16 during testing: when they tried and failed to trigger a code that phrase was copied as a new variant example. The editor interface shows which examples are being matched by each code, allowing the code and/or filter settings to be adjusted until it matches all of the intended examples, a process reminiscent of Test-Driven Development of software.
Participants also used the recorded examples to explore and refine the instrument and filter settings described above (see tuning the system, above 
DISCUSSION: DESIGNING FOR LOOSENESS
Our experience of progressively refining the system in collaboration with musicians reveals how they set about incorporating music recognition technology into their performance practice, especially how they balance the need for musical expressivity with system reliability. The following discussion of exactly how they achieved this foregrounds the concept of "looseness" as a key characteristic of the relationship between human performer and system. We highlight three key aspects of looseness: negotiation of control; feedback and feedforward; and the process of gradual attunement, supported by notation.
When used in relation to music, looseness is a rich and ambiguous concept, which can encompass elements of personal style, deliberate and accidental variations of tempo and rhythm (e.g. "swing" or "feel"), elements of improvisation, embellishment and variations in synchronization among musicians. In contrast, "tightness" implies close coordination, precision and synchronization.
We suggest that these terms can also be applied to the relationship between a performer (such as a musician) and a performance technology. Tightness strives to ensure a reliable system response to accurate performance, encouraging the precise rendition of codes with reduced recognition errors. In contrast, a degree of looseness introduces flexibility into the relationship between performer and system, enabling the performer to vary how codes are performed and enabling the system to interpret them with a degree of latitude. While our focus has been on music, the situation is similar with gestural control.
Negotiating control of looseness
Many of the technical innovations described above are responses to the need to express tighter or looser codes, and different specific mechanisms are needed and used depending on the musical context and the skills and experience of the user. Figure 4 shows how tightness and looseness can be negotiated through both the musician's playing and the configuration of the system. As we have seen, the system may be made tighter with the musician (bottom-left) by using longer codes, by matching on rhythm as well as pitch or by matching only entire phrases. But each choice of mechanism also imposes constraints on how such codes can be used and heard within the performance as a whole. For example, a longer code is necessarily a longer musical phrase, and a code that matches a whole phrase will not be triggered by the same musical motif within another phrase; inevitably codes are not "just" codes, but are an intrinsic part of the whole musical performance. Alternatively, the system can be made looser with the musician (bottom-right) by refining a simple code to use wildcards, inexact matching or pre-filtering. Each of these mechanisms also has distinct musical implications, for example inviting controlled repetition or variation in the case of wildcards, or the creation of distinct "trigger zones" within the expressive range of the instrument in the case of pre-filtering.
The addition of logical pre-conditions provides a powerful framework to control which codes can be triggered at which stages of the performance, for example providing a way for the musician to temporarily "conceal" loose codes when they should not be triggered. Note that almost all of these mechanisms have analogues in other modalities. For example, gestures can vary in length, the use of timing, whether they are embedded within longer gestural "phrases", how inexactly they are matched and whether and how sensor inputs are filtered. As with music, each specific mechanism will have distinctive performance implications.
At the human level, we reported earlier how the musician may adapt their playing to get tighter with the system (topleft) by playing slowly, simply and precisely, following a fixed score in tempo, using a muted style to avoid confusing overtones and sticking to known and recognisable instruments. Or they may choose to get looser with the system (top-right) by varying, relaxing, improvising and embellishing their playing. Figure 4 also shows key relationships between the tightness/looseness of the musician and that of the system. There are two vertical relationships in which these come into positive alignment. At the tight end of the spectrum is a 'strict' musical relationship in which either the musician is able to play strictly as required by the system (e.g., to a composer's score and timing) or where the system is finely tuned to respond to the nuances of an individual's playing. At the loose end is an 'improvised' relationship where either the system is able to accommodate variations in playing and/or the musician is happy to respond flexibly. Diagonal misalignments may be especially problematic. Workshop participants' initial exact (i.e. relatively tight) codes and their initial (relatively loose) playing led to many false negatives from the system, i.e. missed codes, especially when using audio inputs. Faced with such a situation, players might make their playing tighter, moving themselves towards the top-left of the figure, or might make the system looser, moving it towards the bottom-right of the figure. However, each choice has likely consequences, and each mechanism has distinct characteristics and challenges. A loose system will work to some extent with loose playing but will generate more false positives and require the musician to improvise to accommodate these. On the other hand, tighter playing will make the system more reliable but at the cost of a lack musical expression as the musician conforms to the specific expectations embodied in the codes. Considering collaboration over networks (i.e. with delays) Dix [7] highlights the need to consider the 'pace' of interaction. This is how long a 'turn' or a complete action cycle takes (including feedback). In musical interaction some actions are short and fast paced, for example striking a string and hearing a sound; others are much longer and slower paced, for example playing a phrase or an entire piece. If the pace of the system is slow, for example due to communication delays [8] or in our case note and phrase recognition delays, then it is important to provide timely 'local' feedback that an action is in progress, in addition to the final (delayed) feedback that the action has completed successfully or otherwise. Applying Dix's insights, the system provides multiple feedback loops at different timescales in order to provide timely feedback on all stages of the phrase recognition process. [33] provides a similar example of fine-grained interactive feedback applied to gesture recognition rather than music. Between phrases or at end of a phrase (configurable). While the monitoring interface is useful for providing a rich array of feedback and feedforward, we note the key challenge of providing similar facilities without requiring the musician to stare at this screen, for example through a dynamic digital score, fine-grained audio feedback such as dynamic effects reflecting partial match, and feedback through other channels such as lighting or custom displays.
Feedback and Feedforward
Attunement and Notation
Our experience suggests that it is also necessary to step-back and adopt a longer-term view of how looseness is negotiated over time. Specifically, we identify a complex and iterative process by which one or more musicians (composers and/or performers), specific musical instruments and the system gradually become aligned so that codes can be played reliability and with expression.
Inspired by Turner et al [30] , we consider this to be a process of attunement, by which we mean the gradual, iterative and detailed refinement and configuration of an interactive system for use by a highly skilled practitioner. Their grounded theory studies of digital arts projects captured how computer programmers attune technology so that it is malleable to artists, revealing how this required intensive, iterative and fine-grained 'intimate iterations' to understand the 'language' and 'character' of the system and so produce both technical and aesthetic meaning.
Referring back to the workflow shown in Figure 1 , we suggest that in our case, attunement is a highly iterative process at multiple levels of scale. At the macro level, musicians may pass around many iterations of the overall cycle as they gradually attune the technology to their needs and themselves to the technology. This is of course, standard practice for musicians who repeatedly practice, rehearse and perform in order to develop their craft. Indeed, becoming attuned to an instrument can be a lifelong process. At the micro level, each stage may involve iterations of exploration, testing and tweaking.
We observed two broad attunement strategies that begin on opposite sides of the cycle. The compositional strategy starts with composing codes that are then mapped onto specific instruments, players and settings so that they can be performed, with capture and analysis then enabling further refinement. In contrast, the improvisational strategy begins with playing music (typically providing examples) that is then captured and analysed so that codes, settings and configurations can be derived. The latter approach dominates in gesture-based systems such as [22, 33] , where there is no equivalent of a musical notation. This raises the challenge of supporting complementary compositional strategies in gesture and other modalities, perhaps based on existing notations used for dance, such as Labanotation.
While attunement may be entirely carried out by one musician who composes and performs their own codes, it might also be split among roles. Composers may be separate from performers, and there may be other specialists such as engineers and roadies all of whom might be involved at different stages. A common notation has a useful role within such collaborative processes, as we see from the everyday practices of music publishing.
Tools vs intelligent systems and the H-metaphor
By focusing closely on one specific music performance technology, we have been able to reveal the complex notion of looseness that arises when humans perform with digital technologies. We conclude our discussion by widening our perspective to consider the wider relevance of this to HCI in general. As noted earlier, the H-metaphor likens the idea of negotiating tightness and looseness between human and system to using reins to control a horse [10] which in turn has inspired the notions of 'casual' and 'focused' interactions with mobile devices [25] .
Our framework for negotiating tightness and looseness for musical codes can be viewed as an example of applying the H-Metaphor to the domain of interactive performance, showing one way in which the metaphor can be deeply embedded into the design of an interactive system. We suggest that our experience offers three lessons for others who may wish to implement the H-Metaphor in other contexts:
 The negotiation of tightness and looseness can be subtle and context-dependent and requires multiple complementary mechanisms at different scales, not just a single mechanism or strategy (such as "tolerance").
 Interactive performance systems require detailed and timely feedback and feedforward about past and future system perception and behaviour to support productive interaction, especially during the attunement process. Typically this will require multiple feedback loops operating at different timescales.  The use of a human-readable and writeable notation for the internal states can provide many benefits, including support for aspects of looseness (e.g. regular expressions), compositional as well as example-based strategies, feedforward and collaborative use.
An important difference between our work here and previous uses of the H-metaphor concerns the apparent intelligence and/or autonomy of the system. Previous uses have focused on systems that appear to be intelligent or independent. In contrast, our work positions the system as being a tool, albeit a complex one that can be difficult to control, much like a traditional musical instrument. For example our current prototype does not adapt itself dynamically, however the pre-condition system allows alternative codes with varying looseness to be configured within a single performance. However, we note a wealth of research into intelligent and autonomous music systems that engage with musicians on a more human level, including improvising with them, for example an emerging generation of robotic musicians that can play in ensembles with humans [5] . Future work might explore whether these kinds of interactive music technology will also require complex processes of attunement -perhaps more mutual ones as we might find between human musicians -with their own interpretations of tightness and looseness.
CONCLUSIONS
Through a process of exploratory and evolutionary system prototyping, we have revealed how a music recognition system can be extended to enable a range of musicians who are not technical experts to attune it to their needs. This involves negotiating an appropriate degree of looseness between their playing and the system's capabilities through diverse complementary mechanisms, both to deal with recognition errors and to support musical expression. The same mechanisms and processes can be applied in other modalities such as gesture, although we note that the use of a written notation -common in music -raises additional challenges in other modalities.
